New Information On How To Install A Drop-In Tank Liner

Witt Lining Systems has just released a new informative piece that illustrates how to install a PVC tank liner. The piece is available for download on their website.

Claremore, OK (PRWEB) September 30, 2013 -- One of the many advantages of flexible PVC tank liners is the fact that their installation doesn't require special skills or special equipment and that it can often be performed by in-house people versus an outside contractor.

The installation procedure is very straightforward but to highlight this even further, Witt Lining Systems has put together a new instructional sheet that illustrates with pictures the steps involved. The sheet shows how a liner should be folded for positioning into the tank, unfolded into the tank, and secured for final installation.

Company Vice-President Jeff Raymond explained how this is part of a great educational effort undertaken by Witt Lining Systems. Raymond remarked "This visual presentation of a tank liner installation is very useful to convey the steps in putting one of our PVC tank liners into service. It provides a much better representation of the work involved versus a written description of liner installation."

Raymond also expanded on future steps Witt Lining Systems is working on to further this educational process. "We have a library of videos we are working on and will be releasing in the very near future. This library will include tank liner installation and will also demonstrate some smaller details like Wittclip™ fastening and how to handle outlets and similar items."

The new sheet and soon to be following videos are part of an encompassing content driven plan of Witt Lining Systems. "The more information that is out there, and in as many different forms, can only better help our customers make the right decision when it comes to lining solutions for any of their needs. We want to be that trusted resource for them," added company President Andrew Hotchkies.

The tank liner installation piece can be found at the company website here.

Witt Lining Systems is located in Claremore, OK. The company manufactures flexible PVC liners used for corrosion resistance in process tanks, storage tanks, vats, sumps, pits, floor and containment areas. PVC brands include Spectra Blue™ PVC liner, Exceline™ PVC liner, and Koroseal® PVC liner along with NSF-61 PVC and Teflon liners. For more information contact 1-800-323-3335 or visit http://www.wittliners.com
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.